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I asked myself the following questions after each task 

Will the user try to achieve the right effect? 

Will the user notice that the correct action is available? 

Will the user associate the correct action with the effect to be 

achieved? 

If the correct action is performed, will the user see that progress is 

being made toward solution of the task? 

1. Find contents pages of book 

 

Yes a user would usually turn towards the contents page 

 

The user will clearly see the Browse Book contents on the page and they will know to click on them 

as they look like hyperlinks 

2. Find section on Cystic fibrosis 



The user will want to zero in on a section to read

 

 

 

Yes, the terms are highlighted and when you hover over it you can see that it is a clickable link with 

mouse over text.  

When you click on the page it takes you there straight away and you can see that you terms are 

highlighted on the page  

 



You can also look at the PDF really easily  and it opens much better than on the previous version.  

 

3. Read through the section 

The user would now want to read through the section they have chosen 

The user can see that it is easy to scroll down, and work through the text, the selections they 

have searched for remain highlighted and you have the option to hide that highlighting if 

you wish

 

 

When scrolling the PDF version it indicates what page you are on and is easy to use again with 

scrolling.  

 

4. Download chapter and save 

 

A user would want to be able to download the section to save 

 



It is easily recognisable with the large download PDF tab on the full text screen how to 

download the pdf, also when you go to full text-PDF it is again easily recognisable. Nothing 

tells you it is downloading from the system just from the browser (Chrome in this case) 

This is a big improvement on the previous process for downloading PDFs on Proquest 

hospital collection. 

 

5. Retrieve citation details and save 

 

The user would want to cite the piece if they were downloading it 

 

It is easy to see the cite option on the page 

 

 

Which is on the right hand side, when you click on it  



 
A little box comes up you can change the style of citation and when you do press change it 

comes up with a loading menu before changing to your desired citation style. You can select 

it by clicking on the link then copy and past it so its quite straight forward no need for 

exportation.  

 

6. Go back to book contents 

They would want to go back and explore the book further 

There is no obvious link on the page and the user may be forced to simply use the back 

button if they did go to citation they could then get a hyperlink to the book but that takes a 

bit of digging around, you can go back to results but nothing obvious from there. If you do go 



to details

 
 

 

 

It does have a link back to the book, but would be better not to be hidden away like this.  

7. Search for Videofluoroscopy and select a result 

 

The user would want to search for some more specific now 

On the main page in the middle clear as anything is a box “Search within this publication” 



 

 

When you search it takes you straight to the result, then its easy just to click (As earlier example) 

 

8. Save to my research (create an account) – 



The user may see this option – when they open up the page the user is given the option to create an 

account if they haven’t got one. Now this isn’t an option on the main menu – you have to click more

 



Then it pops up, the option to fill in all your details for an account, if you do your email address an 

error message pops up then it indicates you have an account

 

 



You can begin using the account straight off and save your research. The page doesn’t indicate you 

are actually signed in (like it used to) 

 

9. Search for a book on proquest  

They may want to see if they can find any other books in proquest 

From this page it is not entirely obvious where to go. Publications maybe the best option so they 

would go to that unless they want to search- 

 

You have the option in the far right side of searching proquest – so 

 



This search for asthma has searched the entire proquest databases. There are options for refining on 

the left hand menu

 

To find books you have to go on more options and then select books – it will then just bring up the 

ebooks available.  

Alternatively for browsing on the original page  

 

At the top you have browse which does not browse books! But you need to go to publications then 

select books 

 



 

 

 

 

That will bring up all the books that you have in stock in an a-z list. 

10. Select book and read 

 

Yes they would want to look at a book now 



To choose one it is simple that they can click on the title as they are hyperlinked and they 

can change the way this list is viewed by title only to make a choice 

 

Overall 

As an add on to our core content the proquest ebooks are useful additions. There is ability for 

advanced searching, and personalisation.  Although a small collection it allows the user to search 

specific terms. The new site is a much improved version of what went before with PDFs being much 

easier to use and the downloading button much more prominent. However, in terms of presenting a 

no frills but extremely functional format Proquest succeed and the My research section is really easy 

to use and set up. A much improved offering than from before showing the EBooks in the collection 

of journals are not just an afterthought and are easy to use and negotiate.  

 

 


